
CHRISTMAS VOCABULARY 
Pronouns and Prepositions



On December 25th, we celebrate CHRISTMAS

 

A present

Father Christmas A Christmas tree

A snowman A sleigh

Stockings



We decorate the house and the Christmas tree

 

Baubles

Crackers

A wreath

A star

Holly
Candles



Where is the green present ? 

 



Where is the green present ? 

 

The green present is NEXT TO the red present. 

Or    It is next to the red present.



Where are the presents ?

    IN



Where are the presents ?
The presents are IN the stocking. 
Or  
They are IN the stocking.

  The presents are UNDER the Christmas tree.

    IN



Where is Father Christmas? 

BEHIND



Where is Father Christmas? 

Father Christmas is BEHIND the 
Christmas tree. 

Or 

He is behind the Christmas tree.

BEHIND



Where is the girl ?



Where is the girl ?

The girl is behind the present. 
Or  

She is behind the present.



Where is the dog? Where is the girl ? Where are they ?



Where is the dog? Where is the girl ? Where are they ?

The dog is in front of the Christmas tree. 
Or  
It………. 

The girl is in front of the Christmas tree. 
Or 
She is in front of the Christmas tree.

The girl and the dog are in front of the Christmas tree. 
= They are in front of the Christmas tree.



Where is the orange bauble ?

 

   BETWEEN



Where is the orange bauble ?

 

The orange bauble is BETWEEN the red 
bauble and the blue bauble. 
Or 

It is between the red bauble and the blue 
bauble.

   BETWEEN



Where is the yellow star ?



Where is the yellow star ?

The yellow star is ON top of the 
Christmas tree. 

Or   

It is ON top of the Christmas tree.



Where is the turkey ?

Yummy Yummy!!!!



Where is the turkey ?

The turkey is ON the plate and 
the plate in ON the table. 
Or 
It……

Yummy Yummy!!!!



In Scotland
Father Christmas puts big presents UNDER the tree and he puts 
little presents and sweets IN the stockings.                                          
                                      

Big presents UNDER 
the Christmas tree,  

Little presents and sweets IN the 
stockings 



In Scotland
For dinner, we eat turkey, gravy and vegetables. 
     

The traditional  
desserts are Christmas pudding  
and  Christmas cake. 
They are fruit cakes.



In Scotland
After the dessert, we pull crackers,  

We find different elements inside a cracker: a small present, sweets, a 
paper hat, a joke,,, 



In Scotland

The 26th (twenty-sixth) of December is Boxing Day,  
It is a public holiday in England, Father Christmas doesn’t work, people don’t 
work and children don’t go to school.



Let’s sing

We wish you a Merry Christmas 
We wish you a Merry Christmas 
We wish you a Merry Christmas 
And a Happy New Year 

Glad tidings we bring  
To you and your kin 
Glad tidings for Christmas 
And a Happy New Year




